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Book your free demonstration at:
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Management
Make it easy to plan your Careers Guidance programme. Track
every Careers Guidance interaction. Quickly record students’
destinations, and use this data to inform your practice.



“

Pathways
Students explore the link between their interests, different
qualifications and subjects, and careers. They develop

Unifrog provides a onestop-shop for information
that is often hard to find,
allowing students and
families to make better
informed decisions about
where to apply”

education and training Goals, then tick of the steps towards
achieving these Goals.



Opportunities
Students easily compare every undergraduate programme
taught in English around the world.



Horizons
Students are primed to make successful applications through
finding the most appropriate MOOCs and building bespoke

David Hawkins, formerly Head of College Counselling
at the International School of Brussels and Head of
Careers at Taunton School, UK

Reading Lists.



Applications
Students record their competencies, then write strong
Statements and CVs. Teachers write best-practice References.
All the relevant people feed-in, and complete version histories
are always at hand. Everyone always knows their next steps.

The benefits of using Unifrog

International
opportunities

Statutory
responsibility

Raise
attainment

Empowering
informed decisions

Oxbridge and Top
University Access

Gatsby
Benchmarks

It’s important for students to
be able to compare multiple
higher education systems
around the world.

Schools have a statutory
responsibility to provide
independent and impartial
information on students’ full
range of options, including
vocational routes such as
apprenticeships.1

Good careers guidance
motivates students to work
hard towards their goals thus raising attainment.

Ensuring students are making
informed choices about their
next steps is an essential and
crucial element of the platform.

Graduates from top
universities earn up to 16%
more than graduates from
other universities.1

In schools with good careers
guidance, the proportion of
students gaining 3 As at A-levels
is higher, and students also
achieve higher average UCAS
points.

Unifrog broadens horizons and allows
students to make considered and
informed choices.

Making strategic choices – such as
applying for less oversubscribed
courses – boosts students’ chances
of success.2

Unifrog is mapped against
the Gatsby Benchmarks
to help you deliver
Outstanding Careers
Guidance.

Unifrog helps students to find
Univerisity courses taught in
English all around the world.

In addition, from 2016 the DfE will
include Destination Data for KS4
and KS5 in headline measures and
data dashboard information.2
1
2

Careers Guidance and Inspiration, DfE, Mar 15
Careers Guidance Action Plan, DfE, Sep 13

Advancing Ambitions, The Sutton Trust, Oct
14

1
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills,
Apr 14
2
Widening Access, The Sutton Trust, Jan 10

The platform is particularly
helpful for delivering benchmarks
1, 2, 3, 7 and 8.
1
http://www.gatsby.org.uk/education/
programmes/good-career-guidance

One stop shop for
Destinations
Easily track, collect and
assess student destinations
Cut data by student
characteristics
Use data to inform and drive
CEIAG improvements
Build a detailed alumni
network

Students Searching
and Applying for
Opportunities
Everything in one place
Compare side by side
Make considered choices
Guidance and examples on
applications

Teachers Managing
Students
Track progression
Contact staff and students
Assess students’ interests

“

Unifrog makes it easy
for students to see how
their grades will impact
on where they can go.
Very useful in terms of
motivation!”

Support at every stage
Julia Skan, Head of Careers, Solihull School

A guide to the Unifrog tools
Destinations

The Destinations tool helps you harness the power of your destinations data. Firstly
it makes collecting the data incredibly easy. Next the tool’s dashboard gives you
extraordinary, actionable insight into your school’s destinations performance. Lastly
the tool also builds you a secure, detailed and searchable alumni database. The
Destinations ool is the biggest and most exciting tool that Unifrog has ever created.

MOOC

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) are a great way of showcasing interest in a
particular subject area when applying to university, as well as allowing students to ‘try
out’ a university course before committing. Unifrog’s MOOCs tool brings into one place
all of the world’s best MOOCs, and makes it easy for students to choose the best ones
for them.

Goals

First students pick their university, apprenticeship, or vocational education goals. Then
the Goals tool shows them the steps they need to take to make the strongest possible
application and each step is explained by experts. As students tick off and make notes
on each step, teachers can track their progress and add their own comments.

Apprenticeships

The Apprenticeships tool allows students to sort and filter every live apprenticeship
vacancy in the UK. This includes ‘School Leaver Programmes’ – prestigious opportunities
offered by blue-chip companies. The tool is easy to navigate, students can apply for
vacancies directly from the platform.

UK Universities

The University tool helps students find the best university courses for them. Every course
in the UK is included, and students can compare them on over 25 factors. Counsellors
and teachers can track the progress of each student’s research, and easily offer tailored
guidance.

College / Sixth Form

The College/Sixth Form tool enables students to easily search for vocational Further
Education courses as well as all courses offered by sixth forms in the UK.

CV

The CV tool makes it easy for students to write an excellent, simple CV. It encourages
students to create several versions, tweaked for the various roles and courses for which
they are applying.

Competencies Store

The Applications tools assist both students and staff in submitting University
applications.

Personal Statement

Using the Competencies Store, students create a log of situations in which they
demonstrated skills or attributes that universities value.

UCAS

The UCAS tool then enables students to create a shortlist of their final 5 courses.

USA Universities

Dutch Universities

The US Tool makes it easy to find the best fit universities for you. With more than 4000
institutions to choose from students can easily compare universities on factors like
graduate starting salaries, applications per place, and sportiness. The tool also makes
the application process a joy: all necessary materials are collated into one place, multiple
teachers can give feedback, and everyone always knows their next step.

The Dutch University tool takes a live feed from the Dutch government and is thus
uniquely comprehensive. They are pretigious and significantly cheaper than equivalent
UK courses. There are more than 200 undergraduate courses taught in English in The
Netherlands and tool gives students full support with the application process.

Nordic Universities

The Nordic University tool makes it easy for students to search and apply for world
class undergraduate courses taught in English in Sweden, Denmark, Finland and
Norway. Tuition is free for EU students and comparatively inexpensive for non-EU
students. The tool collates all the relevant programmes, the data to compare them on
and provides students with step-by-step guides on how to apply successfully.

Oxbridge

The Oxbridge tool simplifies the task of finding the best Oxbridge college for your
students. With a large range of ranking options and filters, students can find the college
which meets their expectations not just academically, but also socially and culturally.

Teacher References

The Personal Statement tool then helps students write their statement, by offering
guidance and a template with which to start. The tool creates full version histories of
each statement, and multiple teachers can easily leave comments and make edits.
Finally Unifrog provides a central location where teachers can write references. Subject
teachers write references for students in their class, then tutors and counsellors can
easily review what’s been written, and extract relevant information for the overall
reference. Everything that each teacher needs – like the latest drafts of students’ personal
statements, and the competencies they’ve recorded – is in one place, and nothing ever
gets lost.

“

Unifrog empowers students to make
highly informed decisions based on
outstanding information, all in one place
and addressing all their needs regarding
post-18 options. Even better, it makes the
entire UCAS application process a doddle;
students are given all the help they need
to write quality personal statements and
teachers can easily provide feedback and
input references, providing a full trail of
accountability. Piece of cake!”

“

Unifrog is an excellent way to help
students see what alternative, similar
degree courses are available that they
might not have thought about. The
system is extremely easy to use with
the added bonus that tutors can see the
development of their tutees university
research.”
Celia Norvill, Deputy Director of Sixth Form and
Careers Advisor at St Mary’s School Ascot

Stephen Arbuthnot, Head of Sixth Form at Culford
School

“

Unifrog has been an invaluable tool and
I would recommend it to anyone of any
ability. The website is very user friendly
and accessible to all and has made the
process exciting and ambitious rather than
scary and daunting.”
Annabel Chatwin, Sixth Form Student at Blundell’s
School

“

I’ve spoken at length with the
Unifrog team and they have been
terrifically supportive and they are
extremely responsive to new ideas and
suggestions for the platform!”
Stuart Miller, Director of Sixth Form at Wisbech
Grammar School

Some of our partners

Please contact us if you have any questions,
or would like to join our growing network of partners.
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